VASTU REPORT

Dear User,
Thank you for choosing Indian Astro Hub!

You asked us:
I own a restaurant but lately the business has slowed down very much. I have been hit hard with this slowdown
and my financial situation is getting worse day by day. The restaurant is my only source of income and I have put in
all my savings in it, and taken up a substantial bank loan as well. I have heard Vastu arrangement and remedies
may help in this problem. I am attaching a map of my restaurant and would greatly appreciate your help.

From looking at the map of your restaurant you sent us, we can see that the entrance to your restaurant faces
west. But that is not a big issue; we first need to fix the interior arrangement of your restaurant. Although many
people tend to focus more on the entrance to their home/ workplace, the interior arrangement matters more.

Firstly, you will need to fix the kitchen:
1.

Move the cooking counter to the South East corner of the kitchen.

2.

Water cooler should be to the North.

3.

Pantry should be to the South West.

The main eating /sitting area of the restaurant should be rearranged as:
1.

Towards the North West - place a small worship area (puja ghar) and a fish aquarium. This will bring you
prosperity.

2.

Towards the North – Create a wash basin or a washroom. Do not construct a restroom or a toilet here.

3.

Towards the West – You can construct the toilet in the western corner. Make sure it is always kept neat
and clean.

4.

Walls should be of light color with natural pictures. Bright colors distract people and make them
uncomfortable. Lighting shouldn’t be too bright or too dim, and make sure the ventilation is good in the
restaurant. Low melodious music will relax your customers and make them come back again.

5.

Divide the sitting area / hall into four areas. Place a bamboo plant or a crystal ball in the center.

6.

Place a timepiece on the North wall.
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7.

At the entrance, place two statues or pictures of Ganesha, one facing inside and the other facing outside,
with their backs towards each other. Place a swastika sign on both sides of the restaurant. You can place a
kalash at the entrance and draw feet of Lakshmi on the door.

8.

Generator, air conditioner and other electrical equipment should be towards the South East portion of
your restaurant.

9.

At the reception, the receptionist / host should be facing North or East. This will encourage them to
interact with the customers positively.

10. Last but not the least, make arrangement that your food and drinks are of highest quality in terms of taste
and cleanliness, that the whole restaurant is kept neat and that you treat your customers and your
employees with respect. Make sure the environment of the restaurant is always full of positivity and that
each customer is greeted warmly and personally. You may also try giving your repeat customers an
incentive to keep coming again and again.

According to our shastras, no home or workplace should be constructed without following the principles of vaastu.
Following these principles will attract positive energies into your restaurant and bring prosperity to your business.
All the best from our side!
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions about our recommendations.

